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Abstract

There are many resources bemoaning predatory publishing, debating the impact of the phenomenon, and presenting methods to determine predatory practices. Here, we look at the publication record within one academic health sciences institution to determine the potential local impact of the issue.

Over the 2020 fiscal year, our institution ranked in the top 20 for US National Institutes of Health (NIH) funding, receiving over $500 million. These funds represent 85% of the federal funding received overall. With these funds comes the NIH Public Access Policy which provides that all publications produced under this support be available within the PubMed Central (PMC) database. Using this convenience sample, we hypothesize institutional publications available in PMC but not MEDLINE are either out of scope despite their NIH funding, or appear in journals not meeting the rigorous inclusion criteria, including potentially predatory publishers. To test this, we created a sub-list of articles from the last 5 years that are within scope but not in MEDLINE, examined this list for publishers that may be of particular concern for predatory practices. These records were broken down by department to investigate targeting of specific fields or patterns within departments. Of the 23,743 articles assessed, only 109 were determined to be from potentially predatory publications.

This research will allow librarians to better understand institutional publishing trends and direct educational efforts towards those who may be most susceptible. This will, ideally, lead to more effective use of research funding and higher quality publications.
Introduction

Blacklists, whitelists, lists of criteria, and warnings about publishing in “predatory” journals abound in the library world (Berisha Qehaja 2020; Cook 2017; Cortegiani 2018; Cukier 2020; Dony 2020; Goodman 2018; Koerber 2020; Strielkowski 2018; Teixeira da Silva 2018; Tsigaris 2021). These references are just a fraction of the recent discourse. The current consensus seems to be that blacklists are unnecessarily restrictive, whitelists can be imperfect, and it pays to investigate any potential publishers. There are, however, varying criteria for determining whether a journal is predatory or not, and following multiple sets of guidelines can be challenging.

The issue came to our particular attention following the 2017 Statement on Article Publication Resulting from NIH Funded Research which aimed to “protect the credibility of published research” by encouraging authors to focus publication in “reputable journals” (NIH 2017). Our researchers generate several thousand publications a year as a result of US National Institutes of Health (NIH)-funded research. For the 2021 fiscal year, institutional researchers received just under $500 million in extramural funding from the NIH, ranking among the top recipients for NIH dollars in the country. As the 2017 Statement was in direct response to concerns for diminished publication quality related to predatory and other misleading or suspicious practices, there was interest in determining the potential scale of the impact among our institutional publications.

Conveniently, all publications produced from NIH-funded research efforts are required to be made available in the open access database PubMed Central (PMC), as stipulated in the 2008 NIH Public Access Policy (NIH 2008). Since 2008, articles available in PMC are provided alongside those from the flagship MEDLINE database in PubMed search results. Curated by the US National Library of Medicine, the MEDLINE database is an extensive collection of vetted biomedical journals and inclusion within MEDLINE is often seen as a hallmark for publication integrity and quality. Since the search engine and user interface known as PubMed presents results from both databases indiscriminately, articles appearing in low-quality, untrustworthy, or predatory journals can dilute the integrity of the presented scientific literature.

Across the health sciences, there has been spirited debate about whether predatory journals are a significant enough problem to be of widespread concern (Amaral 2018; Cook 2017; Eriksson 2018; Singh Chawla 2020). There is also the potential concern that a publication is not purposely predatory, it is just low-quality and therefore untrustworthy. As information professionals, we refer to all journals and publishers we would not recommend for faculty as untrustworthy because they can be impossible to distinguish from intentionally predatory.

As previously mentioned, our institution produces several thousand NIH-funded publications each year, each of which are required to appear in PMC. These publications primarily reflect the research efforts of those within our university health sciences center, which includes Schools of Medicine, Nursing, and Public Health as well as an affiliated Primate Center. By targeting institutional publications that appear in PMC, but not in journals indexed by MEDLINE, we sought to determine the potential scale of concern regarding untrustworthy or predatory publishing practices among our health science faculty. We expect the issue is not numerically significant among our institutional researchers. However, our goal is to uncover the exact extent and any existing trends that could be effectively addressed by targeted outreach to departments and individuals.
Methods

INITIAL DATA ANALYSIS

Using an internal database of publications by current faculty, we retrieved a list of 40,654 unique publications in PMC published between January 1, 2017, and December 31, 2021. The unique PMC identifiers (PMIDs) were then queried via the Entrez Direct API using the following code to request the associated Article Title, Journal Title, Journal ISSN, and MEDLINE inclusion status, where the “All-pmid.txt” file was a .txt document listing each PMID and the “PMID2017-2021.csv” file was the resulting query data.

```
  efetch -input "All-pmid.txt" -db pubmed -format xml |
  xtract -pattern PubmedArticle -element MedlineCitation/PMID -element ArticleTitle -element Title -element ISSN -element MedlineCitation@Status >PMID2017-2021.csv
```

Of the results, 23,743 (58%) were properly formatted to provide for analysis without manual clean-up of missing data or erroneous delimiters. Of this subset, 2,800 articles (12%) from 959 journals were listed in PMC but not indexed in MEDLINE.

To narrow the results further, we mapped this subset to the 2020 Journal Citation Reports (JCR) journal list by ISSN, using this list as a proxy for reputable journals. Of the API-returned subset, 1,166 articles (5%) were available in PMC, but not indexed in either MEDLINE or the 2020 JCR. This set of 1,166 articles represented 429 unique journals. At this point articles classified as conference abstracts and non-English language were also removed, leaving a remaining list of 1,134 articles from 411 journals. This remaining list of journals was searched in the Directory of Open Access Journals (DOAJ) as another proxy for trustworthy publications. The final list for manual examination consisted of 467 articles from 173 journals (see Figure 1).
QUALITY REVIEW

The set of 173 journals that resulted from the initial analysis were assessed individually. Those from major and well-established publishers (including Elsevier, Springer, Wiley, SAGE, Thieme, etc.) were excluded from the list for further investigation, though this is not always a clear guarantee of publishing integrity (Bohannon 2013; Brembs 2018). This left 56 unique journals from 40 publishers. We then reviewed these journals and/or publisher websites to assess quality and determine trustworthiness.

Quality decisions were based on criteria provided in the literature (Cortegiani 2018; Gonzalez 2018; Soteropulos 2021), as well as the publishing resource Think Check Submit as recommended under the NIH Statement guidance. Common points of concern were:

- Poor website quality and misleading claims about indexing and impact metrics
- Lack of transparency regarding peer-review practice expectations
- Lack of statements affirming adherence to common ethical standards such as those provided by the Committee on Publication Ethics (COPE) or the International Committee of Medical Journal Editors (ICMJE)
- Charges for removal of an article from consideration or for unsolicited copy editing
- Promises of rapid (within days to weeks rather than months) or guaranteed publication.

Under these criteria we found 19 publishers representing 34 journals with 109 institutional articles that we would classify as either untrustworthy or predatory (0.46% of the total number of
assessed articles). This list represents the most conservative estimate of potentially predatory publications we consider reasonable.

Returning to our internal database of faculty publication tracking, the 109 articles were then mapped to department/school affiliations and numerical author identifiers. Articles were found to contain 26 department/school authorships from 154 unique faculty contributors. For the purposes of this assessment, authors with multiple appointments and affiliations were attributed to a single primary designation as provided within our internal dataset.

**Results**

A very small overall percentage of articles assessed were deemed predatory or untrustworthy (0.46%). This included 109 articles from 34 journals, from 19 publishers. In total, 154 unique authors contributed to these publications, representing 26 Health Sciences schools or departments. No individual author published more than four of the articles in this list, and only five authors published three or more articles in untrustworthy/predatory journals. There was a trend by department – five departments or schools account for 50% of the untrustworthy or predatory publications in this study – most notably our School of Medicine Department of Hematology & Medical Oncology and our School of Medicine Department of Radiology and Imaging Sciences (figure 2). Also of note, the two controversial journals *Oncotarget* and *Cureus* accounted for over 50% of institutional publications deemed of possible concern.
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**Figure 2.** Articles in untrustworthy or predatory journals by department
Discussion

As expected, we found a remarkably low number of publications in potentially predatory journals, only 109 out of 23,743 articles (0.46%). While the number of untrustworthy/predatory publications are low, there are still resources and grant dollars going into these publications. Future research will attempt to quantify the overall impact of this work in terms of grant money and research subjects. And while some research indicates that articles in predatory journals are infrequently cited (Björk 2020), it would be useful to observe the trend within one institution with a reputation for high quality research, as we have available in this dataset.

Regarding limitations, the dataset we used analyzed only works listed to a contributing faculty author. This excludes staff, postdoctoral, graduate, and undergraduate students. We reason that many of the publications written by these individuals would likely be coauthored with faculty and would therefore be caught by our search, but it is worth mentioning that there is a possibility that there are non-faculty publications which could further inform our research outcomes. Similarly, significant research efforts done at this institution are not reliant on NIH funding and therefore are not required to be deposited in PMC and may therefore fall outside our current data viewpoint. Finally, we did not examine author order, rank, or seniority, nor any characteristics of our faculty co-authors. It is certainly possible that additional trends could be discovered by examining affiliations of the first, last, or corresponding authors of publications as these are often key decision makers on where a manuscript will be submitted for publication. It may also be of interest to uncover trends between junior and senior researchers.

Our findings highlight two journals that represented 50% of the controversial or predatory publications among our faculty: Cureus and Oncotarget. These use nontraditional publishing practices, and there have been arguments for and against considering each legitimate (Emerald City Journal 2017; Groneberg et al. 2018; McCook 2018). We would like to communicate with the authors of papers that were published in these journals to understand their level of awareness of the controversy surrounding these titles. We are not able to determine from our analysis if faculty have fallen prey to controversial or predatory tactics or if they have made strategic, fully informed choices when disseminating their work.

Work also remains to be done within the university to eradicate publishing in predatory journals entirely. That work is made easier knowing that there are some individuals who have published in more untrustworthy journals than others, and some departments that follow the same pattern. We can investigate the reasons behind these trends and address the issues at their roots.
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